
 

 

Anna University Exams Nov / Dec 2016 – Regulation 2013 
Rejinpaul.com Unique Important Questions – 7th Semester BE/BTECH 

EE6702 Protection and Switchgear 
Unit 1 

1. Explain the term insulation coordination. 
2. Describe the protection of stations and sub-stations against direct lightning stroke 
3. Explain various neutral earthing techniques. Explain Peterson coil.  What protective functions are performed by this device? 
4. Explain the essential qualities of protection in detail   
5. Describe the construction and principle of operation of  

 (i) Expulsion type lightning arrester,  
 (ii)Valve type lightning arrester.   

Unit 2 
1. Explain the principle of distance relays stating clearly the difference between impedance relay, reactance and mho relay. 

Indicate the difference on R-X diagrams and show where each type is suitable 
2. Explain 

i.   Microprocessor based inverse time over current relay. 
ii. Static relay in detail 

3. Explain the electromagnetic Induction type relay in detail   
4. Explain differential relay and its types in detail 
5. Explain under frequency relays in detail 

Unit 3 
1. What type of a protective device is used for the protection of an alternator against overheating of its (i) stator (ii) rotor? 

Discuss them in brief. 
2. What type of pilot protection is used for EHV and UHV transmission lines.   
3. Explain carrier protection?  
4. What is biased differential protection? Explain how it can be used to protect an alternator against stator faults 
5. Describe 

i.   The protection of feeder in detail 
ii. Construction and working of Buchholz relay 

Unit 4 
1. Derive an expression for Restriking voltage and Rate of Rise of Restriking Voltage in a Circuit breaker 
2. Explain the Arc phenomenon and discuss the various methods of arc extinction in a circuit breaker 
3. Explain the phenomenon current chopping and interruption of capacitive current with diagrams and waveforms 
4. Define resistance switching and derive the expression for it. 
5. Discuss the problem associated with the interruption of Low inductive current, Capacitive current and Fault current if the fault 

is very near the substation. 
Unit 5 

1. Explain the properties of vacuum, the constructional feature, principle of working, merits and application of Vacuum circuit 
breaker with neat diagram. 

2. What are the physical, chemical and dielectric properties of SF6 Gas? Discuss the operating principle of SF6 circuit breaker. 
What are its advantages over other types of circuit breakers? 

3. With neat sketch, describe the working principle of an axial air blast type circuit breaker. 
4. What are the different methods of testing of circuit breakers? Discuss their merits and demerits. 
5. Explain with a neat sketch, the construction and working of minimum oil circuit breaker. Also give its merits and demerits 
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